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The study of bird vocal behavior has ad- 
vanced to the point where a large body of 
information exists on intraspecific and intra- 
population variation (Borror 1961, Mulligan 
1966, Thielcke 1969, Thorpe 1961). However, 
less attention has been focused on variation 
within the song repertoire of the individual, 
which is requisite to a complete description of 
specific and geographical variation (Marler 
and Isaac 1960). As Thompson (1970:58) 
has said, “for a fuller understanding of a be- 
havioral characteristic, just as in the case of a 
morphological feature, it is important to study 
the kind and amount of variation within a 
single population and, especially for behavior, 
within a single individual.” 

This paper describes the song repertoires of 
individuals in one population of Dark-eyed 
Juncos (Jzlnco hyemulis), together with inter- 
individual variation within that population, 
and compares these variations with those of 
Yellow-eyed Juncos (Junco phaeonotus) in 

Durango, Mexico (Marler and Isaac 1961) 

and Dark-eyed Juncos in Berkeley, California 
(Konishi 1964a, b). 

METHODS AND PROCEDURE 

This study was conducted between 1972 and 1975 
at Carmel Highlands, Monterey County, California. 
The study area was approximately 10.9 ha in extent 
and was located 1.6 km S of Point Lobos State 
Reserve headquarters. The habitat is hilly pine-oak 
woodland (Quercus agrifolia and Pinus radiata) with 
Rhamnus and Heteromeles as understory and Arc- 
tostaphylos and Ceanothus as adjacent chaparral. 
The area is partially suburban with a few houses 
and gardens. 

Birds were banded with individual color combina- 
tions or were otherwise individually recognizable 
and were followed for as many years as they were 
present. The ten best-known individuals form the 
basis of this paper. We attempted to record all songs 
in a bird’s repertoire and to determine if any changes 
occurred in the repertoire in successive years. 

Songs were recorded at 7% ips on a Uher 4000 
Report-L tape recorder using a 60-cm parabolic re- 
flector and an Electra-voice microphone (dynamic 
model 636). Song playbacks often were used to 
stimulate singing. Recorded songs were analysed 
on a Kay Electric Co. Sonograph (wide band) and 
by listening to playbacks. 

TERMINOLOGY AND GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION OF SONG 

Junco songs have been the subject of several 
previous studies; on this basis it is clear 
that the songs of the Highlands juncos differ 
in some respects from those of juncos in other 
localities. Consequently, a description of song 
and singing behavior is given here along 
with definitions of terms used. 

The basic terms used are song, songbout 
or bout, syllable, and subsong. The definition 
of syllable used here is the same as that used 
by Marler and Isaac (1961) and konishi 
( 196413)) i.e., a single continuous noise or 
group of noises forming a more or less co- 
herent unit. The syllable, therefore, although 
often consisting of a number of discontinuous 
parts (“notes” in Konishi’s 1964b terminology), 
is not fragmented further by the bird using 
it. The different syllables used by the ten 
birds in the present study are shown in figure 
1. In the Highlands population, syllable dura- 
tion varies from .Ol to .32 set, and inter- 
syllable duration varies from .02 to .06 set 
(table 1). 

A song is any temporal grouping of syl- 
lables that is broken by intervals longer than 
the intersyllable interval. In the Highlands 
population, songs are made up of from 5 to 
27 syllables and vary in duration from .86 to 
1.70 sec. Most songs are monosyllabic and 
consist of the same syllable repeated. Some 
songs are bisyllabic, consisting of two dif- 
ferent syllables. Bisyllabic songs usually con- 
sist of several repetitions of a syllable of one 
type followed by several repetitions of a 
syllable of another type. The interval be- 
tween these syllables is no greater than that 
between individual syllables in a monosyl- 
labic song. In addition we recorded one 
trisyllabic song, one with five different syl- 
lables, and one highly variable song. These 
three song types are discussed later. 

Konishi ( 1964a:94) also working with Dark- 
eyed Juncos, found “an inverse correlation 
between the duration of syllable and the 
number of syllables contained in a song or in 

[lo61 The Condor 79:106-112, 1977 
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FIGURE 1. Syllables used by ten Dark-eyed Juncos from the Carmel Highlands population. Syllables 1 
to 74 were used in song. Bird B’s subsong (see text) consisted of syllables 15-17, 19-22, 24-28, 3033, 
40-41, 43, 61, and 75-81. 

a unit of time. The longer the syllable the 
smaller the number of syllables. On the other 
hand, the total duration of song is for the 
most part constant, it being relatively inde- 
pendent of variations in syllable duration, 
intersyllable interval, and in the number 
of syllables in a song or per unit of time.” 
Konishi (1964b:432) continued: “hence, we 

can conclude that the relative constancy of 
song duration within a population, in the 
face of wide differences in the number of 
syllables, is achieved only by varying the 
syllable duration.” Konishi’s findings apply 
also to the Highlands juncos. 

Songs are given in bouts. A bird usually 
sings from an exposed, elevated perch and 
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TABLE 1. Comparison of song repertoires of Dark-eyed and Yellow-eyed Juncos. 

Species 
Dark-eyed 

( Berkeley) a 
Dark-eyed 

(Highlands ) 
Yellow-eyed 
( Durango ) a 

No. of syllables in song 

Song duration (set) 

Intersyllable interval (set) 

Syllable duration (set) 

Sample size in song types 

14.1 t 4.38” 
(31.10) 

1.49 & .203 
(13.60) 

.036 & .009 
(25.60) 

.080 2.029 
(36.60) 

77 

13.8 2 4.77 10.1 & 2.9 
(34.56) (28.70) 

1.31 zh .19 1.63 k .29 
( 14.50) ( 17.80 ) 

.031 -c .Ol - 

(32.25) 

.087 t .054 .138 -c- .077 
( 62.07 ) (55.80) 

50 6’7 

* Data from Konishi ( 196413). 
b Mean ? standard deviation, with coefficient of variation (SD. X lOO)/.? in parentheses. 

repeats the same song from one to as many 
as 120 times in regular succession. The time 
between successive songs in a bout varies 
between 2 and 7 sec. Occasionally a bird may 
switch from one song type to another, the 
interval between the last song of the first 
series and the first song of the new series 
being the same as the interval between songs 
of one series. More usually, a bird moves to 
another perch, or performs some other activ- 
ity, before changing song type. However, a 
bird may move or interrupt singing with an- 
other activity and then resume its next bout 
with the same song type. A male tends to ex- 
haust its repertoire in a relatively short time. 
In a typical case, one bird sang six of its 
seven song types in a two-hour observation 
period. 

Each individual tended to sing all of its 
song types at a constant rate. There were 
short, medium and long duration singers. 
For example, one bird had five song types that 
ranged from .86 to 1.05 set, another used 
seven song types that ranged from 1.05 to 
I.28 set, and another had six song types that 
ranged from 1.36 to 1.66 sec. 

In agreement with Konishi ( 1964b), we 
found by comparing the coefficients of varia- 
tion that syllable duration is the most variable 
parameter examined (table 1). 

In this paper we mention subsong only be- 
cause one of Bird B’s five song types showed 
many similarities to subsong. Subsong differs 
from normal song in several respects. It is 
rambling, lacks a standard duration, and may 
last up to 5 or 6 sec. It consists of varied 
series of up to 45 syllables given quietly, usu- 
ally on or near the ground. Many different 
syllables (Bird B used at least 27 different 
syllables ) are given in what appears to be 
random order. (We use “random” only in a 
general sense here; we have not examined 

the ordering of syllables in subsong in detail. ) 
The number of different syllables used is far 
greater than in normal song, and many of the 
syllables are never used in normal song. Sub- 
song does not appear to be confined to any 
particular age class. Bird A, at least in his 
fourth year, and Bird B, in at least his second 
year, frequently uttered long series of subsong 
in spring and summer. Intervals between suc- 
cessive subsongs are variable. 

RESULTS 

Below we present individual vignettes of each 
of the ten birds selected from the study popu- 
lation. Table 2 summarizes some of the data 
discussed below. 

Bird A was banded 12 March 1972 and ob- 
served on the same territory every year of 
the study. This bird had seven song types, 
five of which were unique to it. Five of its 
song types were monosyllabic (consisting of 
syllables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 12), one bisyllabic 
(syllables 1 and 2), and one pentasyllabic 
(syllables 7-11). This bird used 12 different 
syllables, 3 of which were used by other indi- 
viduals. Two of its song types (one consist- 
ing of syllable 3, the other consisting of syl- 
lable 12) were identical with song types of 
another individual (Bird B). The other syl- 
lable (no. 2), held in common with another 
bird (Bird C), was part of Bird A’s bisyllabic 
song type in which the other syllable (no. 1) 
was unique to Bird A. Bird A’s five-syllable 

song type mimicked a Brown Creeper 
(Certhia familiaris). Figure 2 compares this 
song type with that of a Brown Creeper re- 
corded within Bird A’s territory. 

Bird B was banded 19 October 1973 and ob- 
served on the same territory in each of the 
two succeeding years. This bird had five 
song types; four were monosyllabic (syllables 
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TABLE 2. Comparison of song and syllable repertoires of individual juncos from the Carmel Highlands 
population. 

Bird 

Song Types Syllables 

No. diff. 
syll./song Present in 

type repertoire 
No. songs/ N;; m&w No. syll./ NO. (nos. as in) 
rmertoire 1 2 3 >3 rePertoire shared (fig. 1) 

Total 50 31 42 5 1 2 
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1-12 
3, 1244 
2, 4547 

13, 4850 
51-56 
57-60 
15, 47, 50, 61 
15, 62-66 
63, 67-70 
36, 38, 51, 52, 
54, 55, 57, 71-74 

3,12, 14, and 15), and one was highly variable 
(syllables 1344). This bird used 34 different 
syllables, six of which were used by other 
birds. Three of its monosyllable songs were 
identical to the songs of other individuals. 
Syllable 15 was shared with Birds G and H, 
and syllables 3 and 12 were shared with Bird 
A. The other syllables held in common with 
other birds were part of B’s variable song 
type. Additionally, two of the syllables used 
in B’s monosyllabic songs (syllables 14 and 
15) were also incorporated into B’s variable 
song type. The variable song type differed 
from all songs in the sample in that it con- 
sisted of many different syllables. In this 
respect it resembled subsong except that sub- 
song lacks a stereotyped duration and is al- 
ways given quietly. Bird B, when singing the 
variable song might give one song that con- 
sisted of one syllable only and then incorpo- 
rate that syllable with others in the next song 
of the bout. Thus, in a single bout, Bird B 
might sing in the following manner: song 1: 
monosyllabic, song 2: bisyllabic, song 3: eight 
different syllables randomized; and so forth. 
Individual songs of B’s variable song type 
consisted of up to eight different syllables, 
but in the aggregate of all utterances of this 
song type, 32 different syllables were used. 
The order of syllable presentation appeared 
random, or nearly so. B’s variable song type 
was far more common in 1974 than in 1975. 

Bird C was banded 17 April 1974 and was 
last seen on 29 May 1974. It was recorded 
for only two hours on 19 April 1974. Conse- 
quently, its entire repertoire may not have 
been recorded. This bird had four monosyl- 
labic songs (syllables 2, 4547). Two of its 

birds, but only one of its song types (that 
involving syllable 47) was identical to the 
song type of another bird (Bird G). Bird C 
used syllable 2 as a monosyllabic song while, 
as we have pointed out above, Bird A used 
syllable 2 as part of a bisyllabic song. 

Bird D was banded 16 March 1972 and ob- 
served on the same territory until 15 April 
1974. This bird had four monosyllabic songs 
(syllables 13, 48-50). Syllables 13 and 50 
were shared with Birds B and G, but only 
one song type was identical. Syllable 13 was 
shared with Bird B but was used by B only 
as a part of its variable song type. 

Bird E was banded 14 June 1972 and was 
observed on the same territory until 5 April 
1973. This bird had five song types, four 
monosyllabic (syllables 53-56) and one bi- 
syllabic (syllables 51-52). Bird E used six 
different syllables, four of which were shared 
with other birds. Two of its monosyllabic 
songs (syllables 54 and 55) were identical 
with two song types of Bird J. The other two 
syllables held in common were those consti- 
tuting this birds bisyllabic song type. Both 
Birds E and J had bisyllabic songs made up 
of syllables 51 and 52, but they differed in 
several respects. First, although each birds 
bisyllabic song type began with syllable 51 

I- 
lime in seconds 

FIGURE 2. Bird A’s five-syllable song (left) and 
syllables (2 and 47) were shared with other Brown Creeper song (right). 
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and ended with syllable 52, E averaged 4.8 
(R = 4-5) repetitions of syllable 51, while J 
averaged 7.7 (R = 7-9) repetitions of this 
syllable. E averaged 14.6 (R = 6-22) repeti- 
tions of syllable 52 and J averaged 5.7 (R = 
2-10) of syllable 52. Second, both birds inter- 
spersed monosyllabic song types consisting 
only of syllable 51 within bouts of the bisyl- 
labic song. Bird E did this at a rate of about 
one monosyllabic song type to 25 bisyllabic 
ones, while J did this at a rate of about three 
monosyllabic to one bisyllabic song type. 
Thus, although the two birds had song types 
made up of the same two syllables, their per- 
formance could be distinguished easily. 

Bird F was banded 24 January 1973 and 
observed on the same territory until 19 May 
1973. This bird had three song types, two 
monosyllabic (syllables 57 and 60) and one 
bisyllabic (syllables 58 and 59). It shared 
one song type (syllable 57) with Bird J. 

Bird G was banded 26 January 1973 and 
observed on its territory through the 1974 
breeding season. This bird had four mono- 
syllabic song types (syllables 15, 47, 50, and 
61) of which only one (syllable 61) was 
unique to it. One song type (syllable 15) was 
shared with two birds (B and H), and two 
song types (syllables 47 and 50) were shared 
with one bird each (C and D, respectively). 

Bird H was banded I8 February 1973 but 
an unbanded bird with an identical vocal rep- 
ertoire was tape recorded on the same terri- 
tory in the previous year. Bird H was ob- 
served through June 1973. This bird had six 
monosyllabic songs ( syllables 15, 62-66). Two 
of its song types were identical with those of 
other birds. One (syllable 15) was shared 
with Birds B and G, and one (syllable 63) 
was shared with Bird I. One feature of this 
bird’s singing behavior deserves special note. 
Most junco singing bouts, as we have noted 
earlier, consist of the bird delivering between 
one and 120 repetitions of the same song type. 
The bout is usually not broken by other song 
types, Bird H had the unusual characteristic 
of alternating song types during singing bouts. 
For example, he might alternate song types A, 
B, A, B regularly, or A, A, A, B, B, A, B, B, 
B, A irregularly. He characteristically alter- 
nated specific song types (consisting of syl- 

lables 62 and 63; 64 and 65; and 15 and 66). 
Alternation of song type is uncommon, but it 
was tape recorded from one other junco in 
the study area in 1974. 

Bird I was banded 3 February 1974 and ob- 
served until June 1974. This bird had five 
monosyllabic songs (syllables 63, 67-70). One 

song type (syllable 63) was identical to that 
of Bird H. 

Bird J was not banded but was individually 
recognizable by plumage peculiarities. It was 
observed and tape recorded for only 9 hours 
on 6 days in 1975. It had seven song types 
consisting of 11 different syllables. Four song 
types were monosyllabic (syllables 54, 55, 57, 
and 71), two were bisyllabic (syllables 51 and 
52, and 36 and 74), and one was trisyllabic 
(syllables 38, 72 and 73). Three of its mono- 
syllabic song types were identical to those of 
other birds (syllables 54, 55, and 57: Birds E 
and F). The similarities and differences be- 
tween one of this birds bisyllabic songs and 
one of Bird E’s bisyllabic songs, which was 
also made up of syllables 51 and 52, are com- 
pared under Bird E’s vignette above. The 
other bisyllabic song type and the trisyllabic 
song type shared syllables with other individ- 
uals, but they also contained unique syllables 
and were, therefore, distinct. 

To summarize, ten Dark-eyed Juncos used 
from three to seven song types each, for a 
total of 50 song types. These song types were 
made up of 74 different syllables. Forty-two 
of the songs were monosyllabic, 5 were bisyl- 
labic, 1 was trisyllabic, 1 was pentasyllabic, 
and 1 consisted of 32 different syllables. 
Thirty-one of the song types were unique to 
one individual, 8 were shared by two individ- 
uals, and one was shared by three individuals. 
Therefore, in this sample there were 40 dis- 
tinct song types. No two birds shared the 
same complete repertoire. 

DISCUSSION 

The song repertoire of individual birds ob- 
served over two or more years did not change 
except in one case. Bird B’s variable song 
type, which as we noted above was common 
in 1974, was almost absent in 1975. This find- 
ing differs from that of Marler et al. (1962) 
who found that hand-raised juncos frequently 
change song types. 

The degree of stereotypy of song repertoire 
of juncos falls between the extremes of the 
Song Sparrow (Melospixa melodia) and the 
White-crowned Sparrow (Zonotrichia leu- 
cophrys). In the former species, “structural 
variation in the song is extensive, involving a 
large repertoire, a great variety of syllable 
types peculiar to each individual, and rela- 
tively wide variation in successive repetitions 
of the same song type” (Mulligan 1966: 17). 
In the latter species, “all the members of a 
restricted population sing the same song, 
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with only slight variation” (Mulligan 1966: 
17). 

In the Highlands area, each male junco has 
a repertoire of up to seven song types most 
of which are individually distinct. Addition- 
ally, most song types are highly stereotyped. 
By this we mean that the variations that occur 
are slight and consist mainly of the number 
of syllables used in each song. However, J’s 
trisyllabic song type, A’s pentasyllabic song 
type, and B’s variable song type showed some 
distinct variations. J’s trisyllabic song usually 
consisted of 4 to 5 repetitions of syllable 72, 
followed by one syllable 73, then 5 to 7 repeti- 
tions of syllable 38, ending with one syllable 
73. Four irregular patterns were noted. The 
song occasionally lacked the final syllable, 
or repeated the final syllable twice, or added 
syllable 38 once or twice to the end of nor- 
mal song, or added one syllable 38 and one 
more syllable 73 to the end of normal song. 
Of 133 songs recorded, 28 were irregular. In 
970 recordings of Bird A’s pentasyllabic song 
type, 842 were regular (fig. 2)) but 128 were 
irregular with syllable 10 added once or twice 
between syllables 9 and 11 or with another 
syllable 11 added at the end of the song. 

Bird B’s variable song type was unique 
and in many respects resembled subsong. 
This bird’s subsong and its variable song 
shared many if not all syllables. In two sub- 
songs of which sound spectrograms were 
made, 19 of the 32 syllables used in variable 
song were found. An additional 8 syllables 
were present in B’s subsong (syllables 61, 
75-81; fig. 1) including one (syllable 61) 
that was characteristic of Bird G. A more 
detailed examination of this bird’s subsong 
undoubtedly would reveal more different syl- 
lables. Additionally, variable song, like sub- 
song, consisted of “randomized” syllables. The 
only differences between this bird’s subsong 
and variable song were in loudness of singing 
and duration of songs in a bout. The bird 
delivered variable song as loudly as normal 
song and in the form of normal song bouts. 
In one singing bout, for example, although 
each song might differ in the syllables used 
and order of their use, most of the syllables 
would be used, some only once, some re- 
peatedly. It seems clear, then, that variable 
song was simply subsong sung from normal 
perches, at normal volume, and in the normal 
bout pattern. 

Variation in song types among individuals 
within the Highlands population was such 
that we could identify an individual in most 
cases on the basis of only one song. In cases 
of shared song types we could specify with 

certainty that the singer was one of two in- 
dividuals, or in one case, one of three indi- 
viduals. With the inclusion of other infor- 
mation (e.g., location of singer), individual 
recognition in the latter cases became more 
likely. Finally, because a bird seldom sang 
one song type for long, it was highly probable 
that its next song would be either individually 
distinct or a combination of shared song types 
unique to it. 

Marler and Isaac (1961:195) described Yel- 
low-eyed Junco songs from Durango, Mexico. 
They found that “each male has a repertoire 
of several song patterns, two or three being 
an average estimate from field observations.” 
In addition, they found that the number of 
syllable types per song usually ranged from 
two to five. They observed no monosyllabic 
songs. In their sample of 67 songs from 63 
males they found no two individuals with 
identical songs and apparently with no iden- 
tical syllables. However, at least some 
Yellow-eyed Juncos from the Chiricahua 
Mountains, Arizona, have monosyllabic songs 
(Konishi 1964a). 

Konishi (1964a, b) described songs of 
Dark-eyed Juncos from Berkeley, California. 
Most songs were monosyllabic, but a few (4 
of 77) were bisyllabic. Also, individuals did 
not share syllables. Even between “sub- 
populations” some distance apart “there ap- 
pear to be no local differences in the form 
of syllables or notes and no noticeable ho- 
mogeneity within subpopulations” (Konishi 
1964b:429). The exact size of repertoires of 
individual Berkeley juncos was not deter- 
mined, but it appears that at least some in- 
dividuals may have had several song types 
(Mailer et al. 1962, Konishi 1964b). 

Clearly, then, the Highland juncos are simi- 
lar to yet different from both Berkeley and 
Durango juncos. In the Highlands, individual 
juncos have more song types than do Berke- 
ley birds, and they may have more than 
the Durango birds. The Highlands birds cer- 
tainly have more multisyllabic songs than do 
Berkeley juncos but fewer than Durango 
juncos. The Durango juncos use more dif- 
ferent syllables in their total repertoire than 
do the Highlands birds, but the latter use 
more than the Berkeley birds. The Highlands 
juncos share syllables and song types with 
other population members, while Durango 
and Berkeley birds do not. Finally, the du- 
ration of syllables, intersyllables, and songs 
are essentially the same in all three localities, 
although Yellow-eyed Juncos appear to use 
more long syllables and have longer songs 
than do Dark-eyed Juncos (table 1). 
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Bird A obviously mimicked the Brown 
Creeper in its five-syllable song (fig. 2). This 
song was an integral part of A’s repertoire 
and was used similarly to his other songs. 
Unfortunately, the ontogeny of this is un- 
known. The only other evidence of mimicry 
came from A’s bisyllabic song, which consisted 
of one utterance of syllable 1 followed by 
about 17 repetitions of syllable 2. This song 
type was similar to songs of local Rufous- 
sided Towhees ( Pipilo erythrophthalmus) , 
but not as obviously as in the case of the 
song similar to the creeper’s (see spectro- 
grams in Borror 1975 and Kroodsma 1971). 
Mimicry is not common in juncos although it 
may occur in hand-raised individuals exposed 
early in life to the songs of other species, 
including those of Rufous-sided Towhees 
( Marler et al. 1962). 

SUMMARY 

The song repertoire of ten Dark-eyed Juncos 
at Carmel Highlands, Monterey County, Cali- 
fornia, is described and compared with that 
of Dark-eyed Juncos from Berkeley, Cali- 
fornia, and Yellow-eyed Juncos from Durango, 
Mexico. 

Each individual in the Highlands population 
had a repertoire of between 3 and 7 song 
types. Most songs were monosyllabic con- 
sisting of one repeated syllable, but some 
were multisyllabic. Each bird had some song 
types that were unique, but each also shared 
syllables and song types with other individuals 
in this population. Most individuals’ reper- 
toires were stable over time. Most song types 
were highly stereotyped. 

A number of dialectal differences exist be- 
tween the Durango, Berkeley, and Highlands 
juncos. The Highlands juncos share syllables 
and song types. Durango and Berkeley jun- 
cos do not. The Highland juncos are inter- 
mediate between the Durango and Berkeley 
juncos in many respects, notably in the num- 
ber of multisyllabic songs making up indi- 
vidual repertoires. In general, however, the 

Highlands juncos are more similar to Berke- 
ley juncos than they are to Durango juncos. 

A number of unusual song types and sing- 
ing patterns are noted including one definite 
case of interspecific mimicry and one case of 
an individual singing subsong as a normal 
song type. 
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